parts and accessories for your classic jaguar and daimler from the original manufacturers

invest in a jaguar xjs a modern classic with prices on - hi joanne sadly the 2003 xj6 will take a long time to increase in value if ever it s a superb car but not regarded as a classic and the appetite for modern saloons as classics is very low, the saint s jaguar xjs - the saint s jaguar xjs jaguar and ian ogilvy as the saint in the late 1970 s robert s baker starting gathering a production team for the son of the saint in which a young and up and coming star would play simon templar s son, jaguar xjs v12 convertible lhd 4 star classics - model history the xjs was launched in 1975 and took an entirely different approach by jaguar to the previous sports cars they produced more a luxury grand touring car the xjs was not to be a direct replacement for the legendary e type, home xjs xj from kwe cars - jaguar xjs cars for sale on kwe we have a selection of used jaguar xjs cars available from stock on kwe cars along with links to some of the better cars available in the uk on other sites, you your jaguar xk8 buying enjoying maintaining - you your jaguar xk8 buying enjoying maintaining modifying you and your nigel thorley on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers the jaguar xk8 was launched to great acclaim in 1996 as the successor to the xjs and the model range has been built on ever since with styling cues taken from the e type and the xj220 supercar, jaguar chevy v8 conversion kits and parts jaguar specialties - jaguar chevy v8 conversion kits and parts 70 87 xj6 xj12 vanden plas xj6c xj12c and all 76 96 xjs coupe convertible and xjsc models for these great classic jaguar models we offer a wide range of products that will make the conversion process for you a good experience, jaguar xjs v12 cooling solutions aluminum super duty - overheating is certainly one of the biggest and most stress inducing problems facing xjs v12 drivers at v12 performance we have developed the catcooler family of cooling upgrades designed and made specifically for the jaguar xjs v12 and available nowhere else as a solution they include the catcooler twin electric cooling fan system catcooler super duty aluminum radiator and, jaguar xjs v12 fuel injection hoses and kits for v12 - all xjs v12 fuel hoses both injector and the fuel line hoses should be soft and pliable if yours are rock hard put these on your maintenance to do list sooner rather than later, david manners ltd part search jaguar parts daimler - if you are familiar with part numbers and you already have the numbers of the parts you wish to order you can look up and buy parts in this section, jaguar xjs parts jaguar classic parts uk - jaguar land rover classic parts would like to use cookies to store information on your computer to improve our website and optimise your browsing experience, car hood warehouse jaguar car hoods soft tops - jaguar car hoods car hood warehouse can supply and fit new jaguar soft tops and headliners to the jaguar xjs full convertible model this is a three day job as we have to allow time for the bonded rear window in the jaguar soft top to cure, sean s jaguar tech pages xjs air temperature sensor - this is a page from a later jaguar service manual probably for dealer repair facilities note the test box for the ecu which was faxed to me by a customer relationship representative at jaguar cars north america in response to an inquiry about errata for the multi volume jaguar service manuals specifically wrt the air temperature sensor on the he being different than that on the pre he, grublogger used jaguar parts xj s xjr s xjs - xjstuff supplier of jaguar used spares we specialise in all xjs plus to a lesser extent late xj40 xj12 x300 models of the 1990 s grubbing and logging second user jaguar parts from good quality cars, bas jaguar trim quality upholstery products for classic - upholstery products for jaguar bas has been a leader in high quality upholstery products for classic jaguar cars for 23 years we know how your jaguar interior looked the day it rolled out of the factory in coventry and we can reproduce it exactly to the highest concours show standards, jag lovers here to provide everything for the jaguar - jag lovers originally evolved around its discussion lists and the accumulated archives where you can view in with the latest discussions or subscribe to the mailing list s of your choice now most people now access these discussion lists and archives back to 1996 via our web based forums, cathouse jaguar spares cathouse jaguar spares - cathouse jaguar spares has the best range of jaguar spare parts and will ship them worldwide our competitive pricing and true personal service is second to none we supply to discerning jaguar owners and workshops all over the world and have been doing so since 1988, 6 0 v12 engine race tom mackie racing - the problem with this design was the part throttle fuel efficiency but when the objective is focused on high performance and racing v12 s use the early flat head design, genuine jaguar parts and jaguar accessories for classic - jaguar land rover classic parts is the only online source of genuine new parts and accessories for your classic jaguar and daimler from the original manufacturers